the tech october --

you need a new Tip and Ink refill cartridge. Now at the special price of 3 for $0.98.

the collegiate department store

mit cambridge discuss housing (continued from page 1)

because of limited space, a conference discussed only the first of the above resolutions. dr. killian related that there are now 70 students (of which 50 are graduate students) still living in residence housing. this topic represents 19.3% of the fall 1975 student enrollment, 57% of whom are non-resident bachelors.

in dormitories and fraternities, discussed northgate corporate, mit's subsidiary, (128 of whom units are inhabited by mit students and staff) who called a reduction factor on the housing market from its non-profit nature allows it to be rents down to minimal levels.

dr. killian announced that a proposed macgregor dormitories is eventually add on-campus housing
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fresh sports

action on the freshman level was scarce the early part of this week as the soccer team was the only one to go into action. the team which has yet to win, lost a close one to tufts tuesday, 2-1.

this game was much more evenly matched than the 7-1 shelling the team suffered at the hands of a harvard team marked by foreign talent. in fact, mit got some of it's own foreign talent into the act as tore skjelbraun from norway scored tech's lone goal in the third quarter.

the tech injury list was considerably swollen by this game at two first stringers were unable to practice on wednesday. guide francis aden was limping with an injured leg and fullback ken stone had a badly sprained wrist. stone could miss the next couple games.

on deck

today

soccer (ju) - harvard, away, 3:00 pm

soccer (fu) - bu, home, 3:30 pm

tomorrow

soccer (ju) - springfield, home, 2:00 pm

cross country (ya & fu) - tufts, williams, away, 12:00 pm

sailing (ju) - nongenial at tufts, newport trophy at kings point, white trophy at coast guard

sunday

sailing (ju) - hoyt trophy at brown

sailing (fu) - institutional at tufts

english

the $1.98 parker touche ii is mightier than the pen.

with a touche ii, you can write as boldly as you think. because it writes loud. it writes daringly. it shouts your message across the page.

with a touche ii, you also get your choice of writing tips in one of three widths— loud, hysterical or violent. and you don't have to quit when you run out of ink. all you need is a new tip and ink refill cartridge. now at the special price of 3 for $0.98.
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